Anne Ellen Geller’s “Tick-Tock, Next: Finding Epochal Time in the Writing Center”
Fungible Time vs. Epochal Time

Classical Rhetoric

Chronos
vs.
Kairos
  - Kairos as “critical spot”
  - Kairos as “nick”

Debra Hawhee’s Bodily Arts

Site of sophist pedagogy: gymnasium
The 3 Rs: Rhythm, Repetition, and Response

Applications for Writing Centers

1) In Tutorials:
   - What are our tutoring “maneuvers”?
   - What are our physical cues?
2) In the writing center at large:
   - What are our material practices?
   - How does our space affect what we do?
3) In writing center scholarship:
   - What is the relationship between physical environment and space?
   - How might we form a theory of space?
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